
Bringing your 
highest self into 
the room.
Developing yourself into a great teacher...
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The Seat of the Teacher

Teaching yoga is a gift and a responsibility.  As 
Yoga teachers we are transferring (and receiving) 
energy to and from our students.  Teaching yoga is 
one of the most fulfilling occupations that one can 
have.  

We are guiding people through one of the best 
physical exercise on the planet, helping them 
simultaneously build strength, create length, and 
detoxify.  We have the opportunity to share stories 
and experiences and in some cases be a conduit 
for one’s healing.  The environment should be 
treated as a sanctuary where people can feel safe 
exploring their bodies and psyches.
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The best teachers make it look effortless but there is a tremendous amount of responsibility that comes with 
teaching yoga.  We are an example to our students, so we owe it to them to demonstrate integrity with our 
words and actions in alignment.  Because of the vulnerability that some students can feel in this 
environment, we must never exploit that for selfish gains.  

If we are teachers of yoga, we must also be practitioners.  Would you want a lawyer that didn’t observe the 
law?  How about a driver that rarely drives?  We must make an effort to practice yoga each day in some form.

Too often, new teachers become so busy hustling to become teachers that they lose their personal practices.  
Begin to notice the direct correlation between the vigor of personal practice and what occurs when you 
teach.  
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“A musician must always tune his/her 
instrument before playing it.  Otherwise, even 
if it is played perfectly, the music will not 
sound good.”
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I.  Tune your own instrument FIRST

You are of no use to your students if you aren’t taking care of yourself first.  The philosophy of 
yoga places the yamas and niyamas as the foundation of this.  

Commit to your own practice of:

● Non-Violence (Ahimsa)                                                   
● Truthfulness (Satya)
● Non-Stealing (Asteya)
● Sexual Responsibility (Brahmacharya)                                       
● Non-Attachment (Aparigraha)                                              
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● Cleanliness  (Sauca)                                                               
Contentment (Samtosa)

● Discipline, work ethic (Tapas)
● Self-study (Svadhyaya) 
● Surrender to Source 

(Ishvarapranidhana) 



Humble and sincere service...not 
perfection

Remember, this is PRACTICE, not perfection.

If you are sincerely trying to improve yourself a little bit every 
day...learning growing, and healing, you are doing the work.  

A great yoga teacher has a commitment to serving YOGA, which is 
something bigger than you.  Your responsibilities as a teacher are to 
make the yamas and niyamas daily habits, and to come to terms with 
yourself about what each one means to you.  Let it begin with YOU.  

Find one yama or niyama to focus on for a day/week, and look for 
opportunities to practice that quality not just in your classes, but in 
your life.  
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M.E.D.S.  a foundation for self-care

Mindfulness Practicing some form of meditation/prayer/or ritual in solitude 

Exercise A commitment to regular practice of asana

Diet A commitment to eating healthy, clean food that is right for you

Sleep Developing healthy, consistent sleeping patterns

A yoga teacher will be able to operate at his/her best when these 4 pillars of self-care are 
in balance.  You must take responsibility for your instrument, if you are to truly be of service 
to others.  Check in with yourself regularly to see where you are lacking.  
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Svadhyaya... 

Which of the yamas/niyamas is a 
natural strength for you?  

Which is a weakness?  

How about your MEDS?  Which are 
you the strongest?  Weakest? 

How can you commit to gradually 
improving your weaknesses? 
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The Yoga begins NOW...

Begin embodying leadership BEFORE the class actually starts.  From the moment you step foot 
in the studio, start walking the walk.  Say hello to the receptionists/studio managers and be 
polite and friendly.  Get to know their names ASAP.  They are here to support you, make them 
feel appreciated and SEEN.  Just 10-15 seconds is enough.  This will help you develop a 
reputation very quickly for being selfless and humble.  

Set up the space before class. The practice space should be clean, free of clutter, and ideally 
80-85 F.  If there is a crowded, sweaty class right before yours, air out the room by opening 
windows and turning on fans.  Incense and sage can be nice personal touches as well. Get 
settled into the room, and if you play music, put something on that is reflective of the mood of 
the class you are about to teach.  Look into the eyes of a few of the students and say “hello”.  
Take a moment to yourself to set your intention for this experience you are about to lead.  
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Excellence = 
Confidence + 
Humility

Your duty as a teacher is to bring an in-tune instrument to your class and to play that instrument 
passionately.  YOU are the instrument and your love for yoga is the fuel for your passion!!  

Perfection is boring, passion is inspiring.  Let them FEEL how much you love yoga.  

Prepare yourself for any experience leading a yoga class by tuning your instrument, and having an 
intention for what you will GIVE to the room.  Set the intention clearly to yourself, and then be 
willing to throw it all away and just pay attention moment to moment on what the students need.  
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Setting an Intention

Ask yourself, how do I want to make OTHER PEOPLE feel?  Answer that question as simply 
as possible.  With one to two words.  Be CLEAR with your intention.  

Keeping the focus on the students will make you Conscious, not self-conscious.  A yoga class 
is not about you, it’s about yoga.  Just serve the students, and “You” will have done your job.  

The students are asking for you to LEAD them, so you must develop your communication 
skills, body language, and Presence.  You are both gentle and strong, masculine and 
feminine.  
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After class...

Make yourself available to your students for a few moments after class.  Let them come up 
to you and ask questions, and allow yourself to RECEIVE compliments and praise for a job 
well done!  

Ask your students their names, and repeat their name aloud to help yourself remember 
them.  Set boundaries, and excuse yourself after a few minutes.  You are not anyone’s 
counselor or doctor.  Do not answer any questions that are beyond your level of education.  

If a student is having a difficult emotional experience after class, offer empathy and loving 
compassion.  Just hold space for them, and be very careful not to touch anyone who might 
not want to be touched.  
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Svadhyaya... 

For today, look into the eyes of every person you meet.  Say hello.  Learn the names of the 
men and women serving you your food, behind the front desk, driving your taxi.  Ask them a 
question about their day.  Give them an unexpected compliment.  

A yoga studio is a business that is run by many people behind the scenes.  Being a great 
yoga teacher means that you take the time to notice people that others might not see.  SEE 
them.  LISTEN to them.  

Journal about this experience for a few pages.
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II.  Qualities of a Great Yoga Teacher

1. Enthusiasm for Yoga 
2. Professionalism
3. Humility
4. Confidence
5. Compassion
6. Authenticity
7. Sense of Humor
8. Meditation Practice
9. Presence

10. Self love AND Self respect
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1.  Enthusiasm = Possessed by the 
Spirit of God

If you’ve committed to a yoga teacher training, chances are that you love the practice and 
philosophy of yoga.  It is your duty as a teacher to allow the students to SEE/FEEL how much 
you love it!  It’s also your duty to do what you can to maintain this enthusiasm.  

Eckhart Tolle mentions enthusiasm as the highest form of “awakened doing”, and that any 
human being operating at a level of enthusiasm has tremendous creative and spiritual 
power.  It is when your outer purpose is infused with an intention.  At a level of enthusiasm, 
you also seem to have an almost limitless amount of energy.  

“Find something to be enthusiastic about, get good at it, and give it away.”  
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2.  Professionalism
As a yoga teacher you need to be a professional.  That means 
that you show up to class on time, and that you treat everyone in 
your sphere with respect.  You are consistent and dependable.  

When you go through periods of “low energy or low inspiration” 
you still teach class (within reason).  You treat the job like a job, 
and you help out other teachers and the staff.  You practice your 
MEDS and yamas and niyamas.  

You bring your best to class, get to know your students, and are 
kind and compassionate while still maintaining healthy 
boundaries.  

Avoid gossip. When speaking about other yoga teachers or 
studios try not to degrade them just to promote your own beliefs.  
Respect the other lineages of this great practice. 
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3.  Humility

A humble yoga teacher is always learning, and always refining their teachings.  Take classes 
from other teachers at your studios, read philosophy, and never believe that “your way is the 
ONLY way.”  Know that you cannot please everyone and some people will not care for you.  
Move through these moments with humility. 

Give back to the community by offering your services to people in need.  Practice seva-- 
selfless service by getting involved with a cause you believe in.  Donate money from a class 
to that cause.  

Sub other teachers classes, even once you become more established.  Pay attention to 
everyone in the room. Allow others to be inspired by your work ethic.  

Humility is also recognizing how lucky you are to be able to teach yoga, and to take that 
responsibility seriously.  
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4.  Confidence
A great teacher is confident.  He or she has studied and prepared 
and has practiced their craft.  A confident teacher does not need to 
say a lot, they are able to communicate simply.  He/She is able to 
listen to constructive criticism, is willing to fail and take educated 
risks.  A confident person has an opinion and fights for it, but remains 
teachable at the same time.   

Confidence is learning to enjoy being in front of a large group of 
people, to step into that leadership position and give clear 
instruction.  Only teach what you know, but teach it really well.  
Practice your sequencing, your alignment cues, your voice.  A 
confident person has done enough inner work to be able to stand up 
in a room and allow themselves to be seen and heard.   
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5.  Compassion
To be a great teacher, you have to be willing to 
strengthen your emotional intelligence.  You need 
to develop your listening skills, and learn to read 
the body language and energy of your students.  

Developing a meditation practice will increase your 
ability to put yourself in other people’s shoes.  
Specifically focusing on loving kindness meditation 
is really good for this, as is practicing being aware 
of your emotions.  

You can also practice active listening and intimacy 
exercises that focus strengthening your empathy.  
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6.  Authenticity

In order to be authentic, you have to know who you are.  You have to have done the inner 
work necessary to make yourself aware of your shadow.  You need to accept your 
imperfections, while at the same time humbly working towards becoming a better man or 
woman.  You need to be comfortable with some people NOT liking you, or disagreeing with 
you.  

You do your best to “walk the walk” and are a living embodiment of all of the things you 
stand for.  
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7.  A Sense of Humor

A great yoga teacher has a sense of humor, and brings that sense of humor into their 
teachings.  It’s such a trap for yoga teachers to take themselves SO seriously, to think of their 
work as so incredibly important.  

The work is both important and meaningless.  There are very few things that can break the 
ice of a tense yoga room like a well placed joke.  A great yoga teacher knows that this 
practice should have an equal balance between laughter and seriousness.  

A good teacher can make fun of themselves every once in a while, and recognizes that 
laughter is a great way to bring the room into the present moment.  
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8.  A Meditation Practice

The asanas are designed to prepare the body for deeper levels of awareness.  A great yoga 
teacher develops not just their asana practice, but also their meditation practice.  A 
commitment to a meditation practice is essential to developing yourself into a great teacher.  
It will give you real depth and wisdom, and the self-inquiries will be beneficial to being able 
to see beyond the surface of what is going on with your students.  

A meditation practice will give you the ability to “hold space in the room”, which is not really 
an intellectulizable thing. It will make you more comfortable with silence, and simplicity. 
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9.  Presence

A great yoga teacher has Presence.  It is that indefinable quality that makes a person able 
captivate a room.  It is your job to be interesting, to hold the attention of the room for large 
spaces of time, so that the student can eventually find their own way into these heightened 
levels of awareness.  

If you are sincerely showing up to be in service of yoga, it is not egotistical to WANT to have 
the attention of an entire room.  Remember...it’s not about you, it’s about Yoga.  

A great yoga teacher has the ability to light up a room when called upon to teach, and then 
can go back to being invisible when the light is not upon them.   
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10.  Self-love and 
Self-respect

A great yoga teacher loves him/herself enough to be able to share vulnerably with the 
world.  There is a calm, grounded feeling around the person’s essence.  The teacher is 
comfortable with his/her strengths, and aware and accepting of his/her flaws.  

A yoga teacher with self-respect is capable of setting healthy boundaries with people.  This 
yoga teacher will leave toxic environments and is capable of being of service to wounded 
people without becoming entangled in their pain.  This teacher is able to ask for what they’re 
worth, and is willing to walk away from environments that are inconsistent with his/her 
values.  
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Svadhyaya...

What comes more naturally to me, self-love or self-respect?  

Which one is more important to me?  

How could I strengthen the weaker one?  

Am I too nice?  

Am I selfish or self-centered?  

Look in the mirror and say I love you 3 times...
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III.  Voice 

To be a great yoga teacher, you must learn to develop your voice.  You need to learn to 
breathe into your belly, and open your throat with your neck and shoulders relaxed.  When 
the breath is coming from an open solar plexus chakra, it has a sense of relaxed power to it.  

A teacher must learn to embrace the role of leadership, and learn to be comfortable speaking 
in front of groups of people.  

The language used, and intention underneath the voice must be clear.  A great yoga teacher 
leaves a lot of room for silence in between instruction.  The yoga teacher is capable of 
“holding the space” of the room in silence.  
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Stillness Speaks...

When you are trying to communicate anything that is very important, you need to be still.  
Especially if you are sharing something inspiring and vulnerable to your students.  A 
powerful leader is still, and decisive with his/her words.  Never say too much, or talk too 
much.  

Learn to speak LESS, not more.  Don’t completely bog down your students with a thousand 
alignment points.  When teachers do that, it’s usually because they are trying to show-off 
their knowledge or because they’re insecure.  

Look around the room, and see what cue would be best in the moment.  Feel the energy in 
the room, and say the simplest cue you can to bring the students into the asana more deeply.  
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Pay Attention to what’s happening 
NOW...

Always look around the room, and notice any student that is struggling in a posture.  If you 
see a student who needs correction, give them a cue that is specifically for them.  

Plant your feet firmly on the ground, look to the person’s torso, and send your voice directly 
into their body.  Use a calm but assertive voice and give the person a DIRECT action.  
Accentuate any specific word that is important, for example:

“Push into the INSIDE of your standing foot”

Don’t just read off a script, if the alignment of the Warrior I’s look good, just shut up and let 
‘em breathe.  :) 
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Move Around Too!

Staying stuck in one area too long may get you in 
your head.  Walking around is a great way to 
connect with each student and train your mind to 
adapt quickly.  

In larger rooms it is necessary to walk around the 
room, especially during the more active portions of 
the class.  Your movements should be done 
intentionally and instinctively.  Pay attention to 
students in the back of the room, they are often less 
confident and might need adjustments and 
correction.  
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IV  Teaching 60, 75, 90 min classes

Here’s an example of a very normal day for a 
working yoga instructor:

7 AM  75 minute morning flow (ALL LEVELS)

12 PM  60 minute Lunchtime Power Hour (Level 2)

6 PM    90 minute Power Vinyasa (Level 2-3) 

In order to maintain your energy, a newer teacher 
should have ONE sequence for all 3 of these classes, 
and change and modify each class according to the 
allotted time slot and difficulty level.  Here’s some 
simple guidelines to help you make that flow.  
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60 minute classes 

60 minutes really isn’t a long time when it comes to yoga.  It can seem daunting to be in 
charge of a room for a full hour, but it truly will fly by.  Things to consider when teaching a 
thorough class in 60 minutes:

1.  Timing- Outside of the sequencing and physical vocabulary there is much time for 
philosophy and meditation so choose your moments carefully.

2.  Pacing- If you want the class to be strong physically yet sophisticated, consider 
blending static postures with moments of faster movements ie. Surya A, B, C

3.  Every breath counts!- Your voice inflection can encourage the students to move with 
you instead of falling behind and forcing you to lag on the sequence.
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75 minutes- More time to find your 
voice

75 minutes is a popular length for classes these days.  But what do you do with an extra 15 
minutes?

1.  What is your “voice”?-  Authenticity.  This cannot be directly taught to you but the 
extended time allows the opportunity to find your message or your “voice.”

2.  Beginning and End add time- Increasing time in the opening/grounding in the 
beginning and extending the time to recharge/cool down at the end will make the 
class feel more meditative.

3. Limbs/Theme- Choosing a specific limb or a story theme to thread into your sequence 
gives texture to the class.
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90 minutes- time to dive deep

90 minutes gives you ample time to teach a smart, thorough, 8 limb yoga class.

1. Quality of words- 90 minutes can seem like eternity as a teacher when you’re new.  
Often, new teachers will feel uncomfortable with silence and fill the time with 
nonsensical dialogue.  Remember, silence in yoga is very powerful.

2. Personality- It’s a catch 22 because you want the students to get a glimpse of your 
personality but without losing their interest.

3. Intuition- See the above notes and know that the key is to feel the room out and adjust 
accordingly.  This will come with time
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V.  Teaching to different levels

Always consider the level of difficulty of the class you are teaching.  Also consider that a 
Level 1 class at one studio might bring in a totally different group of students than a level 1 
class at another.  

Newer studios tend to attract more beginners

A Level 1 Class is Los Angeles will be completely different than a level 1 class in a small 
town.  Plan accordingly and be ready to pivot/modify your sequencing. 
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Teaching ALL LEVELS

This is a great way to put your teaching powers to the test!- One person may feel like they’re 
learning a foreign language while another may be fluent in every aspect of the class.

1. Turn Negative into a Positive- Remind yourself and students that new students can 
learn from experienced students from their level of focus,  persistence, and 
modifications.  Experienced ones learn from beginners to have that inquisitive, 
child-like mentality where everything is new and meaningful.

2. Can’t Please Everyone- There are yoga “snobs” who will not attend these classes 
because of their mental conditioning. 

3. Offer Modifications- Communicate so that it feels like the modification is the best route 
to take for beginners.
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Beginners

A beginners class needs to be SIMPLE.

1. Sun Salutations are a simply and effective way 
to get people moving and breathing together.

2. Perspective- Some people’s view of Beginner 
will differ from yours.  Aerobic exercise vs. 
advanced postures.

3. Consider starting in the modified version of the 
posture

4. Consider your audience (beginners at a gym vs. 
a retirement community)

5. NO deep backbends or inversions
6. Use props, demonstrate more often
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Level 1-2

This is a class for people that have been practicing for a minimum of 6 months, or for people 
that are already in decent physical condition. 

1. Teach like ‘All Levels’
2. Simple but can be STRONG- Assume beginners are in class with emphasis on 

breathing.  Make sure the sequence is easy enough to follow so not to completely 
throw off newer students

3. Physically rigorous- You can still teach to the audience that wants a healthy dose of 
physicality.  

4. Baby them- Especially if you’re demanding a lot with your sequence make sure they 
feel taken care of.  Very important!  Demo when needed
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Level 2-3 Advanced 

1. Still don’t assume anything.  Look for people that are still beginners and their egos 
brought them in the room.  

2. Sequencing can be more complicated, and should include options for full binds, and 
arm balances.  

3. Allow Inversion time near the end of class if not part of the sequence.
4. Give the students some moments to flow/practice on their own
5. Deeper backbends are OK, if taught intelligently
6. More sophisticated alignment/breath cues
7. Demo less, walk around the room, perhaps giving adjustments if it feels right

Remember that some students will be expecting a dynamic class so cater to them with your 
enhanced modifications even if newer students are in class.  
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Level 3-4 Advanced/Professional
These are often ‘Peak Pose’ Classes- gearing up for the 
big pose!

1. Bhanda work- incorporating use of the bandhas 
for inversions

2. Pranayama techniques
3. The students should expect to see lots of 

inversions and arm balances
4. It’s ok to tell a beginner to leave if it’s in the 

interest of protecting the entire class.
5. Tell people to take care of themselves, and to 

practice at their own level.  Discourage ego and 
competition.  

6. Longer periods of meditation/stillness, advanced 
yogis need to know how to sit still too!  :-) 
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Reality-- It’s all marketing/subjective

No matter what the class level is listed as, it’s just a way to get the students in the door.  
Who walks in the door is out of your control and many aren’t in the right level class anyway.  
Use your intuition to feel out if the student feels unwelcome or uncomfortable and address it.  
Communication will win over students even if they stumbled into the wrong class.  In 
extreme cases, it’s acceptable to communicate that another class my be a better fit for them 
at this time.
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Assignment

You have a 60 minute ALL LEVELS class and a 90 minute ALL LEVELS class. You want to 
focus on external hip rotation.  Write out both sequences, and decide what to add for the 90 
minute class and what to take out for the 60 min class.  

You have 75 min Level 1-2 and a 75 minute level 2-3.  Write out the sequences for both 
classes.  How would you teach them differently?  
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VI. Demonstrations

Most often, you will need to demonstrate more poses in classes that are full of beginners.  
Be mindful to take care of your body.  Many new yoga teachers will only demonstrate poses 
on one side of their body (the first side), and then not the second.  This can end up injuring 
you over time.  Be mindful not to only work one side of your body.  

This will also be the case with international studios, where people might not all speak fluent 
English.  Always watch the room, and if people look really confused demonstrate the pose.   
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Cater to the beginners FIRST

For example,  you are going to demo side-angle pose, show the students a less advanced 
version of the pose FIRST.  Then...if it is appropriate for the class, offer a full bind and 
demonstrate it.  

Unless it’s an advanced class, never offer a pose you can’t do yourself. 

Demonstrate arm balances and inversions whenever possible, but don’t bust out scorpion if 
your own body isn’t warmed up.  ;-) 

Use one of your regular students as an example.  Someone with good alignment that is 
comfortable with you. 
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Less is more...

A yoga teacher needs to be able to clearly articulate all of the poses he or she is teaching.  In 
a more advanced class, very little demonstrations are needed.  Focus on your alignment 
cues, and your actions.  This gives you freedom to move around the room and correct people.  

As a rule, never spend more than 50% of your class demonstrating.  In a more advanced 
class, aim for 10-15%.  
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Don’t be a 
douchebag...

Do not use the class as an opportunity to show off.  

If it’s a more advanced class, and there are realistically people in the room that can attempt a 
peak pose safely, then by all means do it.  

Remember...all your demonstrations should be opportunities to TEACH, not perform.  If you 
are a natural performer, use your sense of humor or something else to allow that side of you 
to shine.  :) 
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VII.  Music

How to make an appropriate playlist.  

Things to consider:

1. Intro
2. Flow
3. Longer holds 
4. Cool Down
5. Savasana

Also, the type of class…

morning/evening  Power yoga/Hatha Beginners/Advanced
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        Intro                                  Flow 

- No music, or ambient sounds
- Setting the mood (what is the feeling 

of the class)
- Slower Tempo
- Instrumental
- What is the mood of the yoga 

studio/gym ?

A musical playlist is an opportunity for you 
to show your personality!  Play the music 
that YOU would want to hear.  Keep it 
uplifting and positive.  
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- Rhythmic.  A flow is designed to have 
a rhythm to it.

- Upbeat/uplifting
- Popular vs. obscure
- It makes you want to move!!  It 

ENHANCES the experience for the 
students

- Mix it up!  Maybe turn up the volume!
- Give the students a song or two to 

flow on their own (optional)

Every yoga class can be a journey.  You can 
arc the journey and enhance the energy of 
the room with your tunes.  



After/Between the flows

- Groovy
- Less upbeat, less singing/vocals
- Another opportunity for silence, maybe turn it off for a bit
- Where are you taking them?  What is the intention?  Story?  
- Perhaps turn the volume lower
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      Cool Down                     Savasana 

- Slower tempo
- Focus on letting go
- An opportunity to play a song that 

will open the students emotionally
- Words vs. no words
- Popular vs. obscure
- Universal language because we all 

feel it!! 
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- No music vs. music vs. live music
- Ambient sounds
- Esoteric
- Chanting
- Trust in simplicity, remember your 

theme/intention/focus



In Summary...

1. Own it!!  If you choose to play music in your classes, be excited about your selections. 
Believe in your playlists

2. Are you a performer?!?  Allow your playlist to bring out that side of you!  
3. Have a few playlists that you can choose to rotate between.  Change them often.
4. Play the music loud enough to hear it, but quiet enough that they can still hear you
5. Every playlist is an opportunity to tell a story.  Your music must always ENHANCE the 

experience
6. ALWAYS ALWAYS ALWAYS put the quality of your teaching above all else.  
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VIII. Private Yoga Sessions

Working with a student one on one is a very rewarding, and also very specific way to teach.  
It gives you an opportunity to create a personalized practice for your student.  It also gives 
you an opportunity to be more specific with your alignment and adjustments.  

Before you go out into the world looking for private clients, we recommend practicing 
several times on both friends and other yoga teachers.

Remember that the most important thing you can do when working with a private client is to 
listen to them.  Listen to what they say and what their bodies say to you.  
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Privates...
Remember, you are NOT a therapist or doctor. If a 
student comes to you with a severe emotional, 
psychological, or physical injury only offer your 
services within the realm of a yoga teacher.  

If you have used the practice to overcome difficulties 
in your life, you are definitely free to share your 
experience, but be very careful not to give advice.  

Be very careful establishing boundaries, especially 
as it relates to physical touch in your private classes.  
Ask the student questions about whether or not 
they feel comfortable being touched, and less 
touching is better until you are both more 
comfortable with each other.  
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Privates...

Maintain your own boundaries as it relates to working with a private client, and if they ever 
approach you in a way that feels uncomfortable, be very firm with your professionalism.  If a 
client ever persists, don’t hesitate to fire them.  

It’s always best to try and set up a recurring relationship with a student.  Working with 
someone over a longer period of time is better for both of you.  Try to get any new client to 
commit to 5 sessions.  

Don’t offer free privates, unless it’s some sort of seva offering.  A few to friends and family is 
great when you’re just starting out, but never to potential students.  
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Hands on Adjustments

● Communication
● Correcting form
● Enhancing sensation
● Awareness of injury



Communication

The most powerful of the five senses is touch.  When done with integrity it can be a 
great way to connect with students.  Adjustments should always be given with the 
utmost sensitivity

Consider the language used when adjusting.  For example, we could approach a 
student in Warrior 2 and say, “Your hips and arms look even but try bending you knee 
a little more so I lined up over the ankle, YES! PERFECT!” This is more effective than 
saying “Your arms look okay but you’re totally out of alignment in your legs!”



Correcting 
Form

Certain styles are more focused on correcting form, for example Iyengar and Ashtanga.  
While it is important to learn alignment, it’s not the only aspect of yoga.  Consider what 
speaks to you more as a student and reflect that through your teaching.



Enhancing Sensation

If you have the green light to adjust a student and their alignment is good enough then it can 
be a huge bonus to enhancing the sensation of the pose. For example, pigeon pose or 
downward dog adding pressure to the sacrum.



Awareness 
of 

Injury

Some teachers ask if there are any injuries that they should know about.  Always err on the 
side of caution.  Each students body is unique and we might not know how the student is 
feeling, physically and mentally.  We need to trust that the student knows what’s right for 
their body.



Adjustment Tips

● Devote close attention to students who are most prone to strain or injury.  It’s our job 
to keep our students safe and free of injury.

● In larger classes, focus on the major misalignments within students’ poses.  Working 
on the finer points of a posture with one student can pull us away from the overall 
energy of the group. (1 on 1 private session)

● When going in and out of a physical adjustment, do so slowly and consciously.  This 
will give a student’s body time to adapt at the beginning and stabilize afterward. 
Abrupt movements can cause injury.

● Keep your hands where they belong!  This might seem obvious, but we don’t want to 
send the wrong signals to a student.



Tips cont’d

● Verbal adjustments can be powerful too.  From across the room you may see Simone 
who could benefit from an enhancement and use it for the whole class.

● Soft, simple, compassionate touches are nice when they come from a place of integrity.  
Just a touch to a student’s shoulders for a second is a way to let the student know they 
are being seen. 

● If a student’s asks not to be touched, listen and back off.  It happens only rarely, but it 
will happen.  You have no idea what that student has been through and hindering their 
request is very important.  Use a verbal cue if you must.

● Stabilize the student and yourself when adjusting.  This keeps the students as well as 
the teacher safer to avoid injury.



Tips cont’d

● Make adjustments in accordance with the rhythm of a student’s breath.  For example, 
in Seated Forward Fold, if your hands were on the student’s lower sacrum, your 
pressure would become more firm as the student exhaled.

● Help with props.  If you teach at a studio that has props, get your student a necessary 
prop.  If they have them already, guide them to use them.


